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 WORD  MEANING 

Wrapped Covered 

Saffron The colour in the top band of our national flag/ 
Similar to orange colour. 

Honour High respect 

Proudly With a feeling pride. 

 

 WORD ANTONYM 

First Last 

Finish Start 

Wrong Right 

Honour Dishonour 

 

MAKE SENTENCES 

 WORDS SENTENCES 

Wrapped This baby is wrapped in a towel. 

First He got the first prize. 

Honour One must show honour to one's parents. 

Finish I like to finish what I start. 

Proud I am proud to be an Indian. 

 



 

 QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

What did mother see in Rohan's hand? The mother saw something wrapped in paperin 
Rohan's hand. 

What did Rohan's teacher give him? Rohan's teacher gave him a fine painting book and a 
paint box. 

What were there in the painting book? There were many drawings in the painting book. 

What did Rohan chose to paint? Rohan chose to paint our national flag. 

What is our national flag called? Our national flag is called the"tricolour". 

 

 
'You must paint the top band in that colour', she said. 

 QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

What did Rohan ask his mother? Rohan asked his mother which band of the National 
Flag could he paint saffron. 

What did Rohan's mother ask him to do? Rohan's mother asked Rohan to paint the top band in 
saffron colour. 

What are the three colours of our national flag? The colours of our National Flag are saffron at the 
top, white in the middle and dark green at the 
bottom. 

What is the wheel at the centre of our national flag 
called and of what colour is it? 

The wheel at the centre of our national flag is called 
the Ashoka Chakra and it is blue in colour. 

What is the importance of national flag? National flag is a symbol of national pride. 

 

 

 


